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Assessment Plan
▪ Is there an assessment plan for your department, program, or general education
component?
During 2008-2009 Resinski and Scott developed a new assessment plan for Latin,
Greek, and Classics courses as well as the Classics program. The need for a new
plan stemmed from the addition of Professor Scott to the program and the
institution of a formal Classics major. A copy of the new plan will be included
(as a separate document) with this report.
▪ Does the assessment plan include stated student learning goals?
Learning goals for each level and kind of class are stated in the assessment plan,
although for the 200, 300, and 400-level Classics courses (many of which are
Topics courses) it is difficult to specify a list of goals which will hold true from
offering to offering. For all courses specific learning goals will be articulated on
the course syllabus.
▪ Does the assessment plan include a list of assessment data that are collected each year?
The assessment plan specifies the kinds of data that could be collected for each
type of course when that course is due to be assessed; each professor will choose
which kind of data makes most sense to use for a particular course. The
assessment plan also specifies that indirect assessments (both mid-semester and
end-of-semester surveys) will be collected for each course being assessed in a
given year.
▪ Has your department or program done an assessment audit of your courses to determine
how course goals match overall student learning goals?
In designing the new plan, learning goals were developed which contribute in a
logical, cumulative way to the overall learning goals of the major.
▪ Are student learning goals available to students? Are student learning goals included in
course syllabi in your department or program?

Every syllabus for a Latin, Greek, or Classics course lists the course goals (which
are identical to the student learning goals).
Student Assessments
▪ Describe which direct assessments in your assessment plan have been collected for the
year and which have not.
For 2008-2009 Resinski assessed Greek 115 and Greek 125. She collected data
from:
- Greek 115 midterms
- Greek 115 final exams
- Greek 125 midterms
- Greek 125 final exams
- Greek 125 author projects
For 2008-2009 Scott assessed Latin 110 and Latin 120. He collected data from:
- Latin 110 final exams
- Latin 120 final exams
▪ Describe which indirect assessments in your assessment plan have been collected for
the year and which have not.
For 2008-2009 Resinski assessed Greek 115 and Greek 125. She collected
indirect assessment information via:
- Greek 115 mid-semester surveys
- Greek 115 final course questionnaires
- Greek 125 mid-semester surveys
- Greek 125 final course questionnaires
For 2008-2009 Scott assessed Latin 110 and Latin 120. He collected indirect
assessment information via:
- Latin 110 final course questionnaires
- Latin 120 final course questionnaires
Assessment Planning
▪ How is information about student learning shared and used for department, program, or
general education component decision making? (Each unit is to have discussions of at
least two hours each academic year to discuss assessment. If you have met, briefly
summarize the meeting. If you have not met, when do you plan to meet?)
This year's assessment meetings were focused on developing the new assessment
plan. Resinski and Scott met at least four times (for an hour each time) to work
on the new plan.

Resinski and Scott will meet in early August 2009 to discuss the data they have
compiled for the assessment of Greek 115, Greek 125, Latin 110, and Latin 120.
▪ Describe any curricular or other programmatic changes that have been made that were
based (at least in part) on the availability of your assessment data.
It is likely that no large-scale changes to the curriculum or program will be made
on the basis of this year's assessment of Greek 115, Greek 125, Latin 110, and
Latin 120. However, the information collected through the assessment of these
courses will help Resinski and Scott to fine-tune the courses and improve student
learning in the future.
On the basis of assessment materials (midterms, exams, mid-semester surveys,
course questionnaires) and other indicators of student progress (homeworks,
weekly quizzes), Resinski and Scott made a number of small adjustments as they
were teaching their courses this year. For example:
- Greek students in their mid-semester surveys asked for more opportunities to
sight-read and compose English-to-Greek sentences. As a result, Resinski
incorporated the sight-reading of the Book of Jonah into Greek 125, and she also
assigned English-to-Greek composition more regularly.
- Greek students in their mid-semester surveys also asked for more vocabulary
reinforcement, and although it is difficult to take time away from more complex
topics to work on vocabulary (which is largely a matter of memorization),
Resinski developed a number of review exercises and also made vocabulary a
larger part of a few quizzes in order to help students to prioritize studying it.
- Scott noticed that English-to-Latin composition was a weak area in the Latin
110 final exam, and he consequently placed more emphasis on English-to-Latin
exercises in Latin 120.
▪ Describe any changes in the Assessment Plan that have been made during this academic
year.
A new assessment plan was articulated and will be filed.
▪ What are the plans for improving student learning in your unit?
The biggest change that we made this year was the decoupling of the 200-level
and 300-level language courses, a change that will become effective in fall 2009.
In the past (due to staffing limitations), these courses needed to be taught
simultaneously (by the same instructor in the same room) with modified
assignments for each level. With the addition of a new tenure-track faculty
member, we can separate Latin and Greek 210 from the Latin and Greek 300level courses. This will allow us to concentrate more fully on the needs of each
level of student.
▪ Report on this year's action item for your unit.

This year's action item was the creation of a new assessment plan in tandem with
the creation of a new Classics major. We accomplished this action item.
▪ Define at least one action item for your unit that will be a goal of your assessment
discussions next year.
Part of the senior capstone experience for the new Classics major will be an
objective test covering key information and concepts in the field. This test (along
with the capstone research portfolio) will help us to assess the major as a whole.
Resinski and Scott will spend time next year developing the list of material which
the test will cover. They will also assess their 200-level courses each semester:
Latin 210 and Classics 295 (Scott), and Greek 210 and Classics 200 (Resinski).

